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IN A NUTSHELL

The Security Behaviour Analysis (SBA) tool aims to assess and map the socio-cultural behaviour of an organisation’s workforce to cyberthreats. The tool is designed and implemented using a holistic approach to easily adapt and adjust to any business domain and, within the context of the project, it was adapted to and is being validated by the EPES sector.

SBA has been founded on the Cyber-Security Culture (CSC) framework. It is based on a combination of organisational and individual security factors structured into dimensions and domains. Its main goal is to examine organisational security policies and procedures in conjunction with employees’ individual characteristics, behaviour, attitude, and skills. Each security metric introduced by the framework is assessed using a variety of evaluation techniques, such as surveys, tests, simulations, and serious games.

CONTEXT

The main purpose of the SBA tool is to assess and evaluate the current security readiness of an organisation’s workforce. Its main objectives are to:

- perform the assessment of the security culture of an organisation at different levels (organisation, department units, employees, etc.);
- map the socio-cultural behaviour of end-users to specific cyber-threats;
- provide insights for decision-making regarding improving the security culture of the organisation;
- assist in planning and implementation of security culture training programs.

“SBA bridges the professional with the scientific approach, the external with the internal indicators directly or indirectly related with cyber-security culture.”

Anna Georgiadou,
National Technical University of Athens
TECHNICAL DETAILS

SBA tool has been designed, developed, and implemented as a web application using a number of cut-edge technologies:

- **Django**: a high-level open-source Python Web framework;
- **PostgreSQL**: a powerful, open-source object-relational database system;
- **Web interface**: implemented using a combination of HTML, Bootstrap, CSS and JavaScript;
- **Kafka**: a producer publishing messages to specific Kafka topics to inform listening parties (Kafka consumers) that new evaluation data have become available (e.g., at the end of an assessment campaign).

SBA offers:

- sophisticated survey mechanism;
- assessment tests, simulations and serious games;
- results visualisation and reporting;
- assessment findings exposure;
- advanced user management and authentication;
- socio-cultural behaviour mapping to specific cyber-threats (MITRE ATT&CK & MERIT);
- decision-making insights;
- recommendations for security culture training programs;
- anonymisation;
- internationalisation and localisation.
ENERGYSHIELD DEMONSTRATOR

A SaaS version of the SBA tool (accessible at http://energyshield.epu.ntua.gr) has been made publicly available to both pilots of the EnergyShield project and to other interested parties, such as pilots from collaborating EU projects, scientific workshops, security agencies, etc.

EnergyShield pilot applications of the SBA tool:

• **Italian Pilot:** SBA tool was submitted to a significant cluster of beta-testers and early adopters who were selected to assess the business value and applicability of the questionnaires and games implemented. Each questionnaire of the SBA tool was analysed to evaluate its applicability to the specific use case scenario. In a second phase, the same analysis was carried out at a single-question level.

Having concluded this testing phase, piloting was initiated in a dedicated integration environment where the Italian pilot has carefully designed an evaluation campaign targeting specific employee groups and practitioners to assess the overall company’s cyber and physical security culture.

• **Bulgarian Pilot:** SBA tool was demonstrated to representatives of the Bulgarian pilot who subscribed to the SaaS version so as to familiarise themselves with and explore the capabilities of the tool.

In a second phase, various actors in the Bulgarian energy value chain (TSO, DSO, generation plants, prosumer, etc.) were involved in a more detailed testing of the applicability and usability of the tool. During this phase, specific roles were assigned to different partners so as to analyse in detail the possibilities offered via the assessment mechanism of the tool.

A final piloting phase in a dedicated environment was concluded using different assessment techniques (questionnaires & simulations) trimmed to the needs of the Bulgarian pilot.

Other applications of the SBA tool:

• **Critical Infrastructures:** During the COVID-19 crisis, SBA was used to design a cyber-security culture assessment campaign targeting critical infrastructures. Its revealing findings provided significant feedback to the participating EU organisations. Insights and recommendations towards enforcing their cyber-security resilience were offered, further contributing to this research domain.

• **Health Domain:** SPHINX, an EU project aiming to enhance the cyber protection of the Health and Care IT Ecosystem, in collaboration with EnergyShield, designed, adjusted, and conducted a two-phase security awareness campaign targeting health sector personnel.
BEST PRACTICES & LESSONS LEARNED

The SBA tool has been designed and implemented to facilitate the assessment, cultivation, and improvement of the cyber-security culture status of an organisation via a holistic approach. Numerous security elements and factors have been identified, listed, and grouped into different levels, dimensions, and domains, offering a hierarchical representation of the cyber-security readiness and overall reality of an organisation. Role segregation, key assessment concepts, and a specific evaluation methodology have been presented in detail, providing a useful guide through this rather demanding business procedure. Specific cyber-threats along with mitigation strategies, recommendations and targeted security awareness training programs are identified based on the assessment results achieved via the SBA tool.

Based on the EnergyShield piloting use cases, SBA’s next steps include:

• calibrating the security culture framework by adjusting the weights of each security element contained within the suggested model;
• evaluating and further improving both the suggested framework and tool based on the obtained feedback;
• fine-tuning the integration of SBA with the EnergyShield toolkit;
• expanding and adjusting our solution to other business domains and application areas;
• analysing the evaluation campaign results and publishing in scientific journals our findings from the EPES SBA applications.

DISSEMINATION & COMMUNICATION

Articles in scientific journals:


Articles presented in **conferences:**


**Dissemination events:**


• EnergyShield – Workshop: “Present the trends, opportunities and choices in designing a cyber resilient EPES infrastructure”
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